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Miniaturized Wire Trap for Neutral Atoms
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We demonstrate the loading of a miniaturized magnetic guide for neutral atoms made of small-
current conductors. Cold rubidium atoms are initially stored in a shallow spherical quadrupole fi
and subsequently transferred into the magnetic guide by gradually transforming the trapping poten
Density, temperature, and atom number have been monitoredin situ by absorption imaging with a
charge-coupled device camera. A fraction of 14% of the initially trapped atoms has been transfe
into the linear microtrap at a temperature of39 mK. [S0031-9007(98)07972-1]

PACS numbers: 39.90.+d, 03.75.Fi, 52.55.Lf
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In recent years, the magnetic trapping of neutral ato
has been developed into a key technique for a rapi
growing number of spectacular experiments with ultr
cold atoms. Because of their outstanding thermal is
lation properties, magnetic traps are particularly suitab
for cooling atomic clouds down to record temperatur
[1]. On the other hand, the magnetic trapping force c
be made sufficiently strong to confine single atoms
atomic ensembles to very small volumes [2]. If stron
confinement and low temperature are combined, noncl
sical behavior of the single particle motion is expecte
for a thermal energy of the trapped atom smaller th
the energy separation between adjacent vibrational lev
Under these conditions, the external motion of the ato
must be treated quantum mechanically, and one obtain
promising new testing ground for the investigation of fun
damental quantum effects. In particular, magnetic guid
may be realized in which the atomic matter waves prop
gate in the transverse ground state analogous to electr
quantum wires or optical single mode fibers. Intriguin
applications are conceivable in atom interferometry,
quantum computation [3], for the construction of a co
tinuous source of coherent matter waves [4], and for t
study of one-dimensional quantum gases [5].

Tightly confining magnetic potentials can be realize
in principle, by miniaturizing the elements which genera
the magnetic field. Weinstein and Libbrecht have pr
posed microscopic traps based on combinations of c
rent conductors which can be made extremely small
standard microfabrication techniques [6]. However, the
traps suffer from a minute trapping volume which is di
ficult to load with a substantial number of atoms. So fa
such microtraps have not been filled with atoms althou
the magnetic “hardware” has already been demonstra
[7]. In this Letter, we describe the first loading of a wir
trap of the Libbrecht type by means of adiabatic tran
port and compression. The key feature of the experim
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is a novel scheme for gradually transforming a spheric
quadrupole trap with a large trapping volume into the g
ometry of a microtrap.

In our experiment, the microtrap is formed by a linea
quadrupole potential which can be realized by combini
the circular field of a wire conductor with a homogeneo
bias field oriented perpendicular to the wire axis. The tw
magnetic fields exactly compensate along a line whi
forms the center of a linear quadrupole field parallel to t
wire. For decreasing current in the wire, the center li
of the trap approaches the wire surface and the grad
of the potential increases. The gradient may reach v
large values limited only by the finite size of the wire
In our setup (Fig. 1), we use a vertically oriented th
copper wire (45 mm radius) that is cemented onto th
surface of a parallel thick wire (750 mm radius). The
thin wire is electrically insulated and can carry up t
IW  3 A with the dissipated heat drained by the thic

FIG. 1. (a) Trap setup consists of two coils and a pair
wire conductors oriented parallel to the symmetry axis of t
coils. (b) Position of the wires in thex-y plane. The center of
the thick wire and the center of the spherical quadrupole fie
define the base of a half circle (dashed line). At the positi
of the thin wire, the half circle intersects the surface of th
thick wire.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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wire. The setup is completed by a pair of coils arranged
the anti-Helmholtz configuration. It generates a spheric
quadrupole field which serves for the operation of
magnetro-optical trap and for initially trapping the atom
before they are loaded into the wire trap. The symme
axis of the spherical quadrupole field is oriented paral
to the wires but it is displaced relative to the center
the thick wire byd  4 mm. At the position of the thin
wire, the anti-Helmholtz coils provide an approximatel
homogeneous bias field. The combination of the bias fie
and the field of the thin wire forms the microwire trap.

To transfer the atoms into the wire trap, the current
the thick wireIth is slowly increased. As a consequenc
the centers of both the spherical quadrupole and the w
trap move within the horizontal plane and approach ea
other on a circular trajectory (Fig. 2). At a critical curren
Ic, the centers merge and form a Ioffe-type trap [8] wit
vanishing offset field. If the current in the thick wire

FIG. 2. Loading the wire trap: Numerically calculated con
tour line plot of the two potential minima in thex-y plane at
three different currents in the thick wire. The current in th
thin wire is set to a constant value of 1.4 A. The contour line
are plotted up to a magnetic field strength of 2 G at an incr
ment of 0.5 G. The dashed circle indicates the cross sect
of the thick wire. The thin wire is not shown. The atoms ar
initially stored atIth  0 A in the shallow tap minimum on the
left side of the plot. By increasing the current in the thick wir
to 9.5 A, the two minima move on a circular trajectory (dashe
half circle) and finally merge to a Ioffe-type trap. AfterIth has
been slowly reduced back to 0 A, about 14% of the atoms ha
been transferred into the steep potential minimum close to
thin wire.
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exceedsIc, an offset field is added to the trap minimu
and the classical Ioffe trap geometry is completed. T
surprisingly simple realization of a Ioffe trap forms th
basis of our loading scheme: The empty wire trap c
be loaded from the filled shallow quadrupole by simp
merging both trap minima atIth . Ic. After the coalition,
the current in the thick wire is slowly reduced back to ze
and a part of the atoms is transferred into the wire tr
while the remainder is again stored in the central shall
quadrupole. The procedure is quasiadiabatic in the se
that the phase space density is reduced only by a cons
factor due to the splitting of the atomic cloud into tw
parts. This factor can be close to unity, if one of the tw
volumes is small. The verification of the loading schem
is the purpose of the experiment presented in this Lette

Before the experiment is described in detail, we shor
summarize the trap parameters of the Ioffe trap wh
can be derived analytically, if the field of the coils
approximated by an ideal spherical quadrupole and
two wires are represented by a single wire that is assum
to be infinitesimally thin. The critical current at whic
the two trap minima coalesce and the Ioffe trap is form
is then given byIc  pbzd2y2m0. Here,bz denotes the
gradientdBydz of the magnetic field modulusB along
the positivez axis. At the critical currentsIth  Icd, the
potential minimum of the Ioffe trap is located halfwa
between the center of the coils and the thick wire. For
curvature of the magnetic field modulus along the slo
axis (x axis) of the Ioffe trap, one obtainsd2Bydx2 
3bzyd, while the gradient along they axis amounts to
dByydy  2dBzydz  bz. At currents Ith between 0
and Ic, the x coordinates of the two trap minima ar
given by x  sdy2d s1 6 p1y2d with p  1 2 sIthyIcd2.
The depth of the two trapping potentials is limited b
the potential barrier that separates the two traps. As
currentIth is varied, the saddle point of the barrier mov
on a straight line between the wire and the center of
intermediate Ioffe trap. The magnetic field modulus at t
saddle point may be written asBs  s1y2dbzsd 2

p
2 qd.

The length parameterq is given byq 
p

m0Iypbz and
describes the distance between the wire and the positio
the saddle point in the horizontal plane. In our setup,
coils provide an axial gradientbz of 51 Gycm which leads
to an estimation for the critical current and the curvatu
of the Ioffe trap potential ofIc  8 A and d2Bydx2 
383 Gycm2, respectively. For rubidium in a harmoni
potential, the curvature of383 Gycm2 corresponds to an
oscillation frequency of 34 Hz.

In our experiment, rubidium atomss87Rbd are collected
and cooled in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) to a tempe
ture of30 mK (bz  18 Gycm, 2 mW laser power in each
of the six laser beams with 6 mm beam diameter eac
The MOT is operated in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber
a residual gas pressure of smaller than1029 mbar. As a
source for the thermal rubidium atoms, we use a comm
cially available continuously driven alkali dispenser whic
5311
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has been described elsewhere [9]. The atoms are loa
from the MOT into the trapping potential of the centra
quadrupole by blocking the laser light and suddenly in
creasing the gradient tobz  51 Gycm. During the whole
experiment, the current in the thin wire is set to a con
stant value of 1.4 A. The transfer into the wire trap occu
within 640 ms during which the current in the thick wire
is slowly raised from 0 to 9.1 A and then slowly turned
off. To avoid nonadiabatic heating, the current is varie
at a time dependent rate such that the acceleration and
deceleration of the trap centers occur at a constant value
0.06 mys2. This is a conservative value and has not bee
optimized. The spatial distribution of the trapped atom
is monitored by illuminating the atomic cloud with a col-
limated laser beam and imaging the resonant absorpt
with a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. Figure 3(
shows four typical images taken at various times during t
transport. The observation axis of the CCD camera is tilt
relative to they axis by49±. From this observation angle,
the atomic cloud appears to move only very little durin
the first half of the transfer. After 320 ms, the maximum
current of 9.1 A is reached and the two trap potentials ha
merged and form a Ioffe trap with a nonzero offset field
For later times, a part of the atomic cloud separates into t
wire trap where it is compressed along the horizontal coo
dinates. The fraction which is not transferred into the wir
trap is again stored in the central quadrupole potential.

For quantitative analysis, we cut the absorption imag
horizontally and vertically with respect to the clouds pea
density. By fitting the theoretically predicted curves t
the experimental data, we derive the number of trapp
atoms, the density, and the temperature of the atom
clouds before and after the transfer. The theoretic
absorption profiles have been obtained by integrating t

FIG. 3. (a) Absorption images at various times during th
transfer into the wire trap. The vertical dashed line indicate
the edge of the thick wire as seen from the camera perspect
(b) Contour plot of the same data. In a trap with linea
potential, gravity causes an asymmetric cloud profile while in
parabolic potential the cloud remains symmetric but its cent
is shifted. The dashed horizontal line indicates the position
the cloud center in the linear potential trap.
5312
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resonant absorption of a thermalized atomic cloud alo
the observation axis. Figure 4 gives an example for t
absorption data after the transfer has been complet
Both the transferred and the restored part of the clo
are clearly separated, and the horizontal extension of
cloud in the wire trap is reduced by about a factor o
4 compared to the restored part of the cloud. Alon
the vertical direction (z axis) the absorption profile is
influenced by gravity (inset of Fig. 4). In a linea
potential, the trap minimum remains unshifted while th
density distribution is asymmetrically distorted toward
the gravitational force. This is in contrast to the parabo
potential of the intermediate Ioffe trap where the clou
shape remains symmetric but the position of the pe
density experiences a shift due to gravity. We clear
observe this effect [Fig. 3(b)] which verifies the Ioffe
type geometry for the intermediate trap. The streng
of the asymmetry reflects the ratio between the trappi
potentialUsrd and the gravitational potential and can b
used to calibrateUsrd relative to the known magnetic
field modulusBsrd. The data are consistent withUsrd 
0.5mBBsrd, where mB is the Bohr magnetron. Since
we could not observe any population in the states w
F  1, we conclude that the atoms are predominan
trapped in the state withF  2, mF  1.

By analyzing the absorption data, we find that6.3 3

106 atoms have been trapped magnetically at a pe
density of7.0 3 109 cm23 and a temperature of32 mK
before the transfer takes place. After the transfer, w
observe4.1 3 106 atoms in the spherical quadrupole a
a peak density of5.0 3 109 cm23 and a temperature of
32 mK. The fraction which has been transferred into th
wire trap amounts to6.9 3 105 atoms of a temperature
of 39 mK and a peak density of6.0 3 109 cm23. The
statistical errors of the fitted parameters range betwe
5%–12%. The difference between the total number

FIG. 4. Cuts through the absorption images. Before the cu
taken, the image has been averaged by binning four neighbor
pixels. In the horizontal direction, the cloud in the wire trap
compressed by a factor of 4 relative to the distribution insid
the central quadrupole. The inset shows the vertical distributi
of the atoms in the wire trap which is asymmetrically distorte
due to gravity.
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atoms before and after the transfer is consistent wi
losses due to collisions with the background gas whic
limit the trap lifetime to 2.3 s. The efficiency of the
transfer into the wire trap is thus 14%. The phase spa
density in the wire trap has been reduced by a fact
of 0.64 relative to the initially trapped cloud. After
correcting for collisional losses, we find that the transfe
reduces the phase space density only by a factor of 0.
It is instructive to compare this value to the case of tw
box potentials that are merged and separated in a sim
way. There, the phase space density in the merged trap
reduced by1 2 N2yN1 relative to the phase space densit
in the initially filled trap. Here,N2yN1 is the fraction
of atoms that has been transferred into the smalle
initially empty trap. A transfer efficiency of 14% causes
a reduction of phase space density of 0.86 which is clo
to our observed value of 0.82. In our experiment, the tw
clouds are separated by the potential barrier that gradua
grows while the current in the thick wire is reduced to
zero. During this part of the transfer, the more energet
atoms pass the barrier such that only the atoms with lo
energy remain inside the wire trap. As a consequenc
the temperature inside the wire trap increases only sligh
despite the considerable compression of the cloud size.
the end of the transfer, the height of the barrier is 1.3 tim
larger than the average energy of the cloud inside the w
trap such that most of these atoms are now confined n
the wire.

After the transfer, the cloud can be further compresse
by slowly inverting the current in the thick wire. Because
of its larger diameter, the field of the thick wire is
approximately constant on the scale of the trap size.
contributes to the bias field of the coils and eventual
dominates it such that the coils can be turned off. Wit
the current setup, we cannot observe this addition
compression since, for negative currents in the thick wir
the atomic cloud is hidden in the shadow of the thic
wire and becomes invisible for the CCD camera. W
conclude this Letter by briefly discussing the expecte
properties of a compressed trap at current values whi
can be realized with the present setup. ForIth  219 A
and Iw  2.5 A, the trap center is displaced25 mm
from the surface of the thin wire and the trap dept
is limited by the magnetic field strength at the surfac
to 35 G. The gradient at the trap center amounts
3700 Gycm and the temperature of the atomic cloud i
expected to increase to200 mK during compression. The
compressed wire trap can be adiabatically transform
into a Ioffe-type geometry by slowly inverting the curren
th
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in the upper coil. When the current goes through zer
the magnetic confinement of the atoms in the upwa
direction disappears. However, for rubidium trappe
in a hyperfine ground state withjmF j  1, gravity is
equivalent to a potential generated by a magnetic fie
gradient of 15 Gycm. This is sufficient to prevent a
substantial expansion of the cloud in the vertical directio

In summary, we have demonstrated a novel scheme
loading miniaturized magnetic traps. Starting with co
rubidium atoms from a magneto-optical trap,7 3 105

atoms have been transferred into the quadrupole pot
tial of a microwire trap at a temperature of39 mK. In
combination with very recently reported microelectroma
nets [7], our loading scheme may help to realize intriguin
scenarios of atomic ensembles guided and manipulated
microscopic structures.
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